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NZ has a number of aging infrastructure networks that will need renewing
There will be affordability constraints
NZ’s population is aging
Some of our regions will grow and others will shrink
To keep our economy growing, our infrastructure needs to support higher levels
of productivity
Technology is driving change everywhere
NZ’s growing economy will create infrastructure pinch-points
The world’s economic centre of gravity is shifting towards Asia
Our climate is changing, and our natural resources are under pressure.

New Zealand Treasury
The response
• NZ needs to make a step-change in our approach to infrastructure planning and
management.
• Simply building things to address our problems is no longer sustainable.
• We need a better understanding of the levels of service we want to deliver, more mature
asset management practices and use of data, and more effective decision-making that
considers non-asset solutions.
The Action Plan focuses on:
- developing national, shared data standards for infrastructure;
- establishing regional centres of excellence or similar arrangements to support decisionmaking;
- investigating options to support long-term, integrated regional infrastructure plans;
- more transparent infrastructure pipeline data;
- investigating options for enhanced procurement governance for larger procurements;
- a longer-term review of planning legislation and alignment;
- updating the Resource Management Act (RMA) to improve the national planning framework;
- developing a trans-Tasman procurement market with Australia.
This shift will drive the two outcomes sought from the Plan – better use of existing infrastructure and
better allocation of new investment.
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The NZ Government Investment Strategy
August 2015
Context
The investment strategy outlines the principles that the Government wants to apply to the
selection, decision making and management of the Government’s investment portfolio.
Purpose and Use of the Government Investment Strategy
• Owning the right assets, managing them well, funding their maintenance sustainably,
and managing risks on the Crown balance sheet, are all critical ingredients to securing
the ongoing provision of high-quality, cost-effective public services that New
Zealanders value.
• The focus of the Government’s investment is on activities where the Government has
a strong rationale for intervention – to achieve social, economic, environmental and
cultural; objectives that the market cannot deliver alone.
• Ministers will use this strategy to guide their approach to the selection, decision
making and management of the Government’s investment portfolio.
• In the State sector, Chief Executives, Boards, investment decision makers and asset
managers will use the strategy to guide their approach to the selection, decision
making and management of their agencies’ investment portfolio.
• It complements, and is aligned to, the Government’s Fiscal Strategy.
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The NZ Government Investment Strategy
Principles
The Government (and those with delegated
responsibilities) is entrusted by the citizens of New
Zealand with the use of taxpayer and Crown owned
resources. It will:
Take considered and active of taxpayer and Crown
resources over a long term investment horizon
Continually assess existing investments and assets
Balance investment across the Government’s interests
and
Inform decision making processes with information
and evidence
Consider the relative value of investment proposals
against other proposals
Give preference to initiatives aligned with the
priorities of the Government.
Move resources (including funding, assets and
capability) to where they have the greatest overall
effect
Accept a level of risk in order to obtain the benefits
from investments,
Expect agencies, in the first instance, to provide for
current and future needs
Inform and constrain (eg, timing and maximums) its
investment decision making and management
Review, and periodically report on, the performance
of the Government’s investment portfolio
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NZ Government Investment management system
The investment management system means the processes, rules,
capabilities, information and behaviours that work together to shape
the way investments are managed throughout their life cycles.
Within the Treasury, the work in this area is led by the Investment Management and Asset Performance team.
Working alongside other State sector agencies, IMAP has the ambition to get the government investment
management system effectively turning intent into outcomes.
The investment management system is complex, with interrelated cycles spanning months or years. The system
has to effectively convert business unit, agency, sector and all-of-government needs into outcomes in a way that
gets the best value for New Zealand (given financial and other constraints).
The investment life cycle is made up of four phases: think, plan, do and review. Together these create an ongoing
dynamic as ideas are tested, refined and adopted or discarded within an agency and across government. Each
phase has different implications for agencies and decision makers.
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Think

Do

Think - investment possibilities: To anticipate as much
as possible what will be required to transition to the
outcome, and satisfy the intent while maintaining
services.

Do - investment development: To give chosen investments the
greatest possibility of realising the benefits promised, while
maintaining controls to avoid loss of value.

Plan
Plan - investment choices: To analyse and decide
which investments to undertake considering the optimal
overall value from the limited resources, and the current
risk appetite.
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Review
Review - investment performance: To review the performance
of investments against expectations. To encourage promised
benefits to be realised and assets to be operated near optimal
levels of performance. To use any lessons learned from the
performance of investments to inform and improve the
development of future investment activity.

NZ State Sector Planning Cycle
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NZ State Sector Planning Cycle
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The Action Plan
This is the first Infrastructure Plan that details a
comprehensive suite of actions that will be undertaken
to deliver on the new approach. In some cases the work
is underway, whereas other actions are the start of a
work programme that may take a number of years to
deliver results.
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Local Government in New Zealand
The legislation that defines this sector is the Local Government Act 2002. This Act establishes 16 local government
regions in New Zealand, nine of which are in the North Island. Eleven of the regions across the country are
administered by regional councils (the top tier of local government) and five by unitary authorities, the most recent of
which is Auckland Council, created in 2010.
The second tier of local government comprises territorial authorities. They consist of 13 city councils, 53 district
councils and one special council for the Chatham Islands, a total of 67. A city is defined in the Local Government Act
2002 as an urban area with 50,000 residents.
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Local Government NZ
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Local Government in New Zealand – Porirua City Council
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Local Government in New Zealand – Porirua City Council, Mangere (Auckland Council)
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Local Government in New Zealand – Wellington City Council
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Then comes ‘the how’…..
Better Business Cases

